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QUESTION 1

You need to implement storage for the user preferences. 

Which storage solutions can you use to meet the specification for the app? (Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. TheWindows.Storage.StorageItemType object 

B. TheWindows.Storage.ApplicationData.Current.RoamingSettings object 

C. Windows Azure 

D. The await Windows.Storage.ApplicationData.Current.LocalFolder method 

Correct Answer: AD 

* Scenario: The app will run locally on the user\\'s device. User preferences will be available locally. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a Windows Store multi-player game. 

You need to ensure that the game can authenticate users by using the credentials of a third-party social networking
site. 

Which class should you use? 

A. PassportAuthenticationModule 

B. WindowsAuthenticationModule 

C. WebAuthenticationBroker 

D. FormsAuthentication 

Correct Answer: C 

How can you take protocol modeled for the web and make it work in an app that is running on a Windows 8 device? The
answer is the WebAuthenticationBroker component in the Windows Runtime. The web authentication broker is designed
to assist you with single sign-on scenarios by emulating a fully web-based experience. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to write code for the method that will be called when a user takes a picture. (Develop the solution by arranging
the code snippets. You will need all of the code snippets.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 4

You are developing a Windows Store app that will make calls to a web service. 

The app must read and write the web service URI to and from configuration settings. The configuration settings must
follow the user so that when the app makes calls to the web service, it calls the same URI, regardless of which device
the user is using. 

You need to retrieve and store the web service URI. 

You have the following code: 
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Which code snippets should you insert in Target 1 and Target 2 to complete the code? (To answer, drag the appropriate
code snippets to the correct targets in the answer area. Each code snippet may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You need to choose the appropriate data binding strategy for the image list box. Which method should you use? 

A. System.Drawing.ImageConverter.ConvertToString() 

B. IValueConverter.ConvertBack() 

C. IValueConverter.Convert() 

D. System.Drawing. ImageConverter-ConvertFromStrin() 

Correct Answer: C 

IValueConverter.Convert 

The data binding engine calls this method when it propagates a value from the binding source to the binding target. 
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QUESTION 6

You need to correctly display notifications on the app tile. 

Which code segments should you insert at line AX24? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose all
that apply.) 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: AC 

From scenario: 

Display toast notifications based on the schedule that is received from the web service. Display only the most recent
notification on the app tile. 

 

QUESTION 7

You are developing a Windows Store app. An XML document named tileXmlDocument contains the layout of the app
tile. 

You need to configure a tile notification that will display for 15 seconds. 

Which code segments can you use to achieve this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.) 
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A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: BC 

*

 Example: 

tileNotification.ExpirationTime = DateTimeOffset.UtcNow.AddMinutes(10); 

*

 This example specifies that the notification should appear in 3 hours. This example uses the DateTime object. 

Int16 dueTimeInHours = 3; 

DateTime dueTime = DateTime.Now.AddHours(dueTimeInHours); 

 

QUESTION 8

You are developing a page for a Windows Store app. 

You have the following requirements for the page: 

Display a button on the bottom app bar that allows the user to insert a picture. This button must be bound to the Insert
command in the view model. 

Display a button in the main content area of the page that allows the user to open documents. This button must be
bound to the Open command in the view model. You need to ensure that the requirements are met. How should you
complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct locations in the answer
area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between
panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 9

You need to implement the required image magnification and manipulation requirements for selected images. Which
actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. Use the ManipulationDeltaRoutedEventArgs.Delta.Expansion value to implement optical zoom. 

B. Add a ManipulationMode attribute to the Selectedlmage object and set the attribute to Translate. 

C. Use the ManipulationDeltaRoutedEventArgs.Delta.Scale value to implement optical zoom. 

D. Add a ManipulationDelta event to the SelectedImage object. 

E. Add a ManipulationMode attribute to the SelectedImage object and set the attribute to All. 

F. Add a ManipulationComplete event to the SelectedImage object. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

* From scenario: 

Ensure that users can change the magnification of the selected image and resize the image by using pinch and stretch
gestures. Scaling should be fluid and precisely controlled by the user. 

 

QUESTION 10

You are developing a Windows Store app. 

A page contains information that is entered by the user. 

You need to ensure that the information is retained on the page if the user navigates away from the page and then
returns. 
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You have the following code: 

Which code snippets should you insert in target 1 and target 2 to complete the code? (To answer, select the correct
code snippet from each drop-down list in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to identify alternative methods of displaying information from the FeedRetriever class. 

Which data controls can you use to achieve this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.) 
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A. stackPanel 

B. WrapGrid 

C. GridView 

D. FlipView 

Correct Answer: AC 

*

 From scenario: 

The app will retrieve data from RSS feeds by using the FeedRetriever class. Data from the FeedRetriever class must be
presented in a data control. 

By default, data is presented in a ListView control. 

The design team has provided a custom XAML code segment for the itemTemplate attribute of the GridView control that
displays RSS feeds. 

*

 StackPanel Class 

Arranges child elements into a single line that can be oriented horizontally or vertically. 

*

 GridView Class 

Displays the values of a data source in a table where each column represents a field and each row represents a record.
The GridView control enables you to select, sort, and edit these items. 

Incorrect: 

*

 WrapGrid class 

Applies to Windows and Windows Phone 

Positions child elements sequentially from left to right or top to bottom. When elements extend beyond the container
edge, elements are positioned in the next row or column. Can only be used to display items in an ItemsControl. 

*

 FlipView class 

Represents an items control that displays one item at a time, and enables "flip" behavior for traversing its collection of
items. 

 

QUESTION 12
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You are developing a Windows Store app that will read data from a file that is stored on a hard disk. The app will display
that data on the screen. 

You need to ensure that portions of the app can be reused in WinRT, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF),
Microsoft Silverlight, and Windows Phone apps. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a page and a ViewModel object. Set the page\\'s DataContext property to reference the ViewModel object.
Program the ViewModel object to load data from the file and populate its properties with that data. Program the page to
consume the data by using data binding. 

B. Create a page and a ViewModel object. Program the page to use the Loaded event to load data from the file and
then update the page contents to reflect the data from the file. Program the ViewModel object to use the
Windows.Data.FileLoader class to populate its properties from the file. 

C. Create a page, a ViewModel object, and a FileHelper class. Set the page\\'s DataContext property to reference the
ViewModel object. Program the ViewModel object to use the FileHelper class to load data from the file, and populate its
properties with that data. Program the page to consume the data by using data binding. 

D. Create a page and a ViewModel object. Set the page\\'s DataContext property to reference the ViewModel object.
Program the page so that its Loaded event reads data from the file and populates the properties of the ViewModel
object with that data. Program the page to consume the data by using data binding. 

Correct Answer: C 
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